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ABSTRACT

There are many games that have been a challenge to 
Research in Artificial Intelligence. One such game is 
Settlers of Catan (SoC). The purpose of this thesis is to 
develop a Multi-agent player for SoC. Although it is
difficult to focus on all the dimensions of the game during 
implementation, therefore a good enough solution is 
proposed. An emphasis is placed on building a good trader 
for the player. Once a working solution had been built, the 
player was tested against other players which included 
human players as well as bots. 

Keywords: Multi-agent Player, Bots, Settlers of Catan, 
Game Playing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Computer games have always been a major challenge to the research in artificial intelligence [1]. 
Games such as Chess, Othello, Checkers, and Backgammon have been reported to be solved to a 
greater extent. This is indicated by the fact that these programs now beat the top human players 
[13, 19, 20, and 21]. However, there are games which include, but are not limited to Go, Risk and 
Diplomacy, which do not have an optimal solution. The main problem faced by the developers is 
the branching factor based on the number of moves that can be played in the game starting from 
the very first move. Algorithms like Minimax are not suitable for finding the best moves in such 
situations [22]. An effective level of intelligence can be induced in computer programs if these 
mimic human beings playing games in real time.
Current Research indicates the use of Multi-Agent architecture for solving tedious problems [23]. 
A Multi-Agent system is a system in which multiple agents either cooperate to achieve common 
goals or compete to achieve conflicting goals. Agents have properties like autonomy, intelligence 
and social ability which show that they have some characteristics like human beings. Autonomy 
lies in the sense that it can act independently with no or less user interaction; social ability means 
it can communicate effectively with other agents; and intelligence is the ability of decision 
making to achieve its goals [24].
Multi-Agent based solutions have been indicated to be developed for the games such as Chess, 
Stratego, Diplomacy and Risk. However, few attempts have been made to build a Multi-Agent 
based player for the game Settlers of Catan [25]. 
Settlers of Catan (SoC) is a board game which has simple rules but complex dynamics. Upto four 
players can play at a time and each player on his turn gets to roll the dices [25]. The game is 
difficult to be implemented using traditional AI techniques; the reason for this is discussed above 
[22]. However, due to the cited properties of Agents, a Multi-Agent based solution could be 
helpful in playing the game [25].
We tried to be focused on the trading agent part of SoC. Trading agents play prominent proving 
grounds for current research in autonomous agents. Such agents are getting importance as they 
have [11, 12]

 explicit competition, in terms of profit,
 Learning other’s habits & patterns and out-thinking them
 Information denial / Decision perturbation

Also the main reason to be concentrated on the trading part is that the game contains many 
dynamics and has many strategies but any strategy can be fruitless and unproductive since the 
players depend very much on the dices [12]. So to mitigate the bad luck of the game, trading is 
the only way out and could play an important role in leading a player towards victory. Trading 
in general will be discussed in detail in later chapters. So, as part of this thesis, a Multi-Agent 
based player has been developed which would play the game SoC with an emphasis on the 
trading part of the game. 
Trading Agent Competition (TAC) was mainly introduced to encourage the researches based on 
autonomous trading agents and it has been very successful after several years of competitions.
[16, 17]. Though TAC has progressed over the years and its infrastructure has been improved 
but the postulations and approach of TAC has restricted as a realistic test bed for agent based 
automated trading.

The abstractness and ease of use of the TAC approach helped to have a basic test bed for 
studying agent behaviours in trading and bidding strategies, but are now perceived as a limiting 
factor for exploring the wide range of issues inherent in automated trading in open environment.
[17]
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But still the main idea behind the basic trader was conceived and deduced from TAC also, and TAC 
helped in understanding and designing the basic structure of the trader agent. And also helped in 
defining the basic strategies for trading with other players.

1.2 Aims and Objectives

The aim of this work is to develop a multi-agent player which can play the game “Settlers of 
Catan” with an emphasis on the trading part of the game. This aim would be achieved by using the 
following objectives:

 Compare the trader agent’s performance by evaluating the trade by keeping opponents under 
consideration to just keeping the player’s needs under consideration.

 Check whether collection of valuable resources or needed resources leads to better game 
results.

 Optimize different parameters to see which combination generates most effective results.

 Identify the benefits of developing the solution using Multi Agent System.

1.3 Research Questions

 How much efficient is the player if the trader agent keeps other player’s position under 
consideration?

 Is it better for the player to look for valuable resources as compared to the resources needed by 
the player?

 Can the optimization of various parameters help in winning the game?

 Is multi-agent based player a good solution to playing the game?

1.4 Problems and Challenges

The first challenge for us was to find out a good enough open source framework to test our player 
on. We came through jSettlers which we found out to be quite efficient and also it handled the 
playing against bots as well. The problem associated with the framework was sometimes that the 
server halted unexpectedly without reporting an error trace but we catered this problem by 
restarting the game although it could be a little bit wastage of time when executing several 
instances of the game to test the player.

1.5 Research Methodology

Quantitative Research Methodology would be used which would cover the development aspect of 
the game and then performing the experiment on it. The experiment would be conducted to 
measure how successful the developed Multi-Agent based player is. By running a large number 
of games, we will be able to reply to the research questions stated above. We have also performed 
several experiments to tweak and tune all the parameters to see what impact the parameters have 
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on the overall game. The main points in conducting the experiments is also to determine that 
whether a player is more victorious if it keeps an eye on all the opponents , or if the player is 
more successful if it is focused only on its needed resources. The experiments conducted, also 
was backed by the theoretical studies of an autonomous trading agents.
The only way to get the better results out of different parameters, were different experiments. So 
after the experiments different type of comparisons were made to get the best result out in form 
of tables and mathematical formulas to give readers a better understanding of the results. Also 
some of the work has already been done and different APIs are available, so we also used that as 
a standpoint and extended our work on that. The main idea behind using the already existing 
APIs was just that we didn’t want to re-invent the wheel by starting from the scratch; instead we 
took the current research forward by extending the trader agent of the Settlers of Catan. 
We also studied the articles and research papers based on Multi Agent Systems, Games, and 
Settlers of Catan. The papers and articles we chose were mainly based on the keywords

 Multi agents
 Games
 Settlers of Catan
 Trading Agent

The above were the few keywords which we kept under consideration while looking for the 
articles and research papers. The main theme behind looking for these keywords is that we 
wanted to have an idea of multiagents in game and then trading agent in games if any, and then 
the trading part of settlers of catan.

1.6 Contribution

The contribution of the thesis is the development of a good enough trader agent built as a part of 
the player. And also how successful our trading agent is to mitigate the bad luck in the game and 
not being so dependent on the luck. So this thesis also provides a study that an agent competing 
player’s luck. We also contributed in making the basis stronger for future work of trading and 
other agents, and also how different strategies can be implemented by tweaking and tuning 
different parameters.  
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2 SETTLERS OF CATAN (SOC)

We will now present the rules of the game, as described by unicornsrest.org [2].

2.1 Overview of the game

SoC is a multi-player board game which is played by a maximum of four players at a time. 

                                

Figure 2.1: SoC Board

The Board is composed of land hexes and water hexes. The land hexes comprise of 6 types of 
hexes: Forests, Mountains, Hills, Plains, and Pastures. There is, however, a special type of land 
hex which is the Desert. The Robber initially resides on the Desert hex. In addition to the land 
hexes, there are water hexes.
The land hexes produce certain type of resources. Forest produces wood, Mountain produces ore, 
Hill produces brick, Plains produce grain/wheat and Pastures produce sheep. These resources are 
required by the players to build settlements, cities and roads. The resources are also exchanged to 
buy development cards which are beneficial during the course of the game. 
There are certain hexes in water hexes which are known as port hexes. These are special type of 
hexes that have their own benefit as explained later.
There are 5 kinds of resource cards that are indicated by the resource that they produce namely 
wood, ore, brick, grain/wheat, and pasture. These resource cards are utilized by the players when 
they need to exchange them for building resources, trading with other players or buying 
development cards. 
A player might not have all the necessary resources to build a settlement, city or road during the 
course of the game. This is where trading comes in. Trading is done between players. A valid 
trade must include at least an exchange of one card with the other player. 
The Robber is a special type of entity that stops the production of a resource from the hex on 
which it resides. 
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2.2 How to play the game

SoC is a turn-based game. Each player takes his turns and the game continues clockwise. At his 
turn, each player rolls two dices. The total of the two dices (2-12) decides which hex would 
produce resources. The players who have their settlements, cities or roads adjacent to that hex 
would get the resources produced by that hex. Once the resources have been distributed among 
the players, the player who rolled the dice can trade his resources for other type of resources or 
can build settlements, cities and roads, or can buy development cards from the bank. The winner 
is the player who has achieved 10 victory points at his turn. 

The setup phase of the game consists of the following steps:

Lay hexes on the Board
Place the numbers on the hexes
Distribute the settlements, cities and roads among the players
Roll the dices to check which player gets the first chance
Place the starting settlements and roads

Lay hexes on the Board

The SoC game board as indicated in the figure is comprised of land and water hexes. Shuffle the 
land hexes face down. Once the land hexes have been thoroughly shuffled, place them onto the 
board. Place 5 hexes vertically from top to bottom. Place the next 4 hexes to the right of the 5 
hexes and the following 4 hexes to the left of the 5 hexes. Place the next 3 hexes to the right and 
the consequent 3 hexes to the left in the same manner as done with the 4 hexes.
Separate the water hexes and the port hexes. Shuffle the port hexes face down. Starting from a 
corner of the board, place the hex at every alternating vacant spot until all the board has been 
traversed. Fill the remaining vacant spots with water hexes. 
The numbers that are placed on the hexes correspond to the numbers on the two six sided dices. 
The numbers have letters written on their opposite side. Place the letters on the land hexes except 
the desert hex. Once all the land hexes have been assigned a letter, flip the letters so that the 
numbers are visible. 
Each player selects a color and gets his share of 5 settlements, 4 cities and 15 roads of that color. 
Each player also gets a Building Cost card which shows the cost of all the items that can be built 
or purchased. 
The resource cards are separated into 5 piles and kept on the table face up. The development 
cards are shuffled and kept on the table face down. 
Each player rolls the dices. The player who rolls the highest starts the game. 
Settlements are placed on the intersection of three hexes. The three hexes can be either land hexes 
or a combination of land and water hexes. A settlement must be at least two intersections away 
from any other settlement. The number on each hex determines the total of the two dices that 
must be rolled so that the hex can produce its resource.
The road must be placed on an edge between two hexes. One of the edges must be a land hex. A 
road must connect to something already placed by the player which can be a settlement, a city or 
just another road. 
During his turn the player rolls the dice. The player then collects the resource cards depending on 
the resources that are produced by the hex which is in production. A player can also trade 
resources for building settlements, cities or roads and also for purchasing development cards. He 
can execute the trading and building step in any order he likes and many a times during his turn. 
If there are not enough cards of a particular resource during a turn, none of the players receive 
that resource in that turn.  If a player rolls a 7, none of the hexes produce resources and the robber 
moves.
When a 7 is rolled, the players having more that 7 resource cards must discard half of their 
resource cards and the robber moves. The player who rolled the dice moves the robber to the land 
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hex of his choice but not on the desert hex. The player then has the choice to take a resource card 
of his choice from a player who either has a settlement, city or road adjacent to that hex.
The settlements and roads produce 1 resource of a type from a hex while a city produces two 
resources from a hex. A city is not placed directly on the board. A settlement is converted into a 
city by paying the resources as indicated by the Building cost card. 
The ports allow special type of trades to be done with the bank. If a player has a building that 
touches a port, he can do these types of trades with the bank. There are two types of ports namely 
Generic ports and Specific ports. If a player has a building on a Generic Port, then the player can 
trade three of any one resource for one of any other resource from the bank. If a player has a 
building on a Specific Port, then the player can trade two of the resources indicated on that port 
for one of any other resource from the bank. A player can at anytime exchange four of any one 
resource for one of any other resource from the bank. 
Development cards can be played at any time during a players turn but not on the turn that they 
are purchased (an exception is the Victory Point card). The Development cards can be played 
before the dice is rolled by the player. There are several types of Development cards that have 
their own advantages: 

Road Building: A player can immediately place two roads on the board.

Discovery: A player can immediately take two resource cards of his choice from the bank

Monopoly: The player who plays this card announces a resource. All the other players give this 
player the resource card asked for by the player. 

Knight Card: A player who plays this card moves the robber to the land hex of his choice except 
the desert hex.

Victory Point Card: The player who plays this card gains a Victory Point. This is the only card 
that is played on the turn of its purchase. The other cards cannot be played on the turn that they 
are purchased.

There are two other ways to achieve the victory points: Largest Army and the Longest Road. 
Both of these ways give two Victory Points to the holding player. A player who has at least three 
Knights gains the Largest Army. A player who has at least five roads is entitled for the Longest 
Road award.  

2.3 Strategies in the game

People who are experts of SoC have many strategies to play the game. Often these strategies are 
helpful in gaining a potential advantage in the game. These strategies, however, do not guarantee 
winning the game. Although there are many strategies that can be adopted while playing the 
game, some of the strategies are described in what follows [3]. 

2.3.1 The Ore-Grain Strategy

An effective strategy could be to get a lot of ore and grain early in the game. This would help in 
producing cities as quickly as possible. As the cities produce two resources from a hex as 
compared to one resource from the settlement and road, there is a chance that the player can get 
resources fast as compared to players who do not have cities under their belt. This strategy also 
could help in getting the Largest Army, as once the player has enough cities, he can use the 
excessive ore and grain to purchase the Development Cards which could help the player to build 
his army using the Knight Cards. Also getting an ore or grain port is great for this strategy. 
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Nearing the end of the game, the player could trade in these extra resources for other 
wanted/valuable resources to gain an edge quickly keeping the other resources in hand. Towards 
the end of the game, however, the cities could be the focus of the Robber as there would be a 
shortage of ore and grain, so the player must have enough Knight cards available to remove the 
robber from his production spots.

2.3.2 The Wood-Brick Strategy

Another strategy could be to get a lot of wood and brick early in the game. A wood or brick port 
would be good for this strategy as getting ore or grain would be better to build cities during the 
middle to end of the game. This strategy could play a vital role in getting the Longest Road which 
would gain two Victory Points. Also for this strategy to improvise, it is necessary to build 
settlements on vacant ore and grain hexes so as to collect these resources to build cities. The 
roads could prove helpful in cutting off other player’s expansion. This could block other players 
from producing the resources that they require to win the game.

2.3.3 The Card Builder Strategy 

Another strategy could be to get the ore and grain early so as to build two cities fast. Once the 
two cities have been built, the player can concentrate on getting Development cards. The player 
could get hold of Knight Cards to keep the Robber away and steal resources from other players. 
Also Victory Points would be won. The Largest Army is a consequence of this strategy. 

2.3.4 The Balance Strategy

A strategy could be to keep a balance in all the five resources. As a result, Settlements could be 
built quickly. Also, once the player has all the five resources, he becomes somewhat self-
sufficient and there is relatively less or no need to trade. A 3:1 generic port could, however, be 
beneficial. This strategy could be used in the beginning of the game. 

2.3.5 The Rare Resource Strategy 

A strategy could be to look out for the rarest resource and place a building on the hex that 
produces that resource. This strategy would be helpful in providing with the resource that is rare 
and other players are on a look out for it. This strategy focuses on analyzing the rare resources 
early in the game and then striving for getting them early. This would prove helpful in avoiding a 
heavy trade for these resources. A heavy trade could be giving lots of other resources for just this 
resource. 

2.3.6 The Monopoly and Cartel Strategy 

There is another kind of strategy which let the player gain exclusive control of the particular 
resource. This strategy is built upon getting the control of the good resources by a player himself. 
This is not a good strategy as the Robber would be in pursuit of these monopolized hexes. 
However a better approach could be to get the least to good resources and blocking the good 
resources by using the Robber. To avoid the Robber, however, the hex that retains other players 
could be used for placing buildings as there is a rare chance that any of the player would place the 
Robber there but the main idea behind is to again gain control of those hexes so that the player 
gets the most out of the hexes as compared to the other players.
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2.4 Some Additional Considerations

The placement of the Settlements in the beginning of the game matters a lot. The hexes that have 
the numbers, whose frequency is the most on average, should be targeted by the player. This 
could help in getting the maximum utilization of those hexes [3].
The Settlements, cities or roads should not be concentrated on a single hex as there are greater 
chances for the Robber to block that hex from production and this could result in a heavy loss 
with respect to the resources that could be produced from that hex.
A good thing throughout the game is to keep just around seven resource cards as if the player has 
more than seven cards at any instance and a seven is rolled by another player, the original player 
has to discard half of his cards. This could turn a game from a sure win into a loss.
Concentrating on increasing the production in the start of the game could go a long way in a 
possible win. 
Keeping a count on the Victory Points of the other players helps in getting information about the 
other players’ position in the game and this could help in blocking other players. 
One of the awards from Largest Army or Longest Road could be helpful in the game. After all, 
these awards help in getting two valuable Victory Points.
If no building can be purchased in a turn, purchasing a Development card can be worth it. 
Development cards should however not be purchased in the start of the game. There is a scarcity 
of resources just in the beginning of the game and more attention should be given to building 
settlements, roads and cities rather than purchasing cards. 
Trading with people who are losing or who are not a threat to you, is a good strategy. It is wise to 
trade early on to get those valuable resources [3].
A careful judgment and placement of the Robber is far more valuable than placing the Robber 
haphazardly. 
Another useful approach is to keep that last Road for the Longest Road award or the last Knight 
card unless the player has eight Victory Points. At this point, the player is in a good situation to 
play and win.
Although there are various strategies to play the game, but it cannot be said with confidence that 
which strategy holds greater chances towards winning the game. In our opinion, a combination of 
different strategies can do the trick. Also, as the game is being played, there could be a need to 
shift the strategies which would be beneficial at that stage of the game.
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3 IMPLEMENTATION

3.1 Multi-Agent System

“An agent is a computer system that is situated in some environment, and that is capable of 
autonomous action in this environment in order to meet its design objectives.” [8]  

An agent may also be visualized as a piece of software code which has the capability of 
communicating with its environment. A Multi-Agent system comprises of multiple agents which 
either work together to achieve a common goal or work in a selfish like mode, to achieve conflicting 
goals. [8]

An agent has two distinct properties: [8]

Autonomy: The agents are able to decide for themselves, how to satisfy their design objective.

Communication: An agent is able to communicate with other agents. 

3.2 Design of the System

A general architecture of the Multi-Agent System can be defined as follows.

Figure 3.1: MultiAgent Architecture

Interface Agent: Interface Agent is the backbone of the whole system. As the name implies, 
this agent is responsible for communicating with the Plan Agent which in turn communicates 
with the other agents, and sends the response back to the Interface Agent, which then executes 

Interface 
Agent Plan Agent

Node AgentsRobber 
Agent

Trader 
Agent

Mail Agent

Cards Agent
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the proposed action. It sends the response back to the Server which actually executes the 
action and returns the result back to the Interface Agent. 

Plan Agent: This agent is responsible for planning out the course of action. The Plan Agent 
source outs and calls the appropriate Agent to execute the task, gets the result from that agent 
and sends back the response to the Interface Agent. This agent is responsible for suggesting a 
good move in the game. 

Node Agents: These are a collection of agents which are resident on the board locations 
where settlements can be possibly built. Each node agent is resident on a particular hex on the 
board. This agent verifies if a settlement can be built on any of the locations adjacent to the 
hex on which this agent resides. It sends back the response to the Plan Agent.

Cards Agent: This agent is responsible for playing a card. It checks at a particular move, 
which card would be beneficial to play and sends the response to Plan Agent. 

Robber Agent: This agent is responsible to move the Robber on the board. It basically, 
analyses the possibility to gain maximum advantage by moving the Robber to a hex, where 
maximum damage can be given to other players. 

Trader Agent: This agent is responsible for making compelling trade offers to other players 
in exchange of resources needed by the player to build settlements that could give the player 
an advantage during the course of play. 

Mail Agent: During the entire course of play, the message passed between various agents is done by 
this agent. For example, if the Plan Agent wants to communicate with the Robber Agent, the Plan 
Agent would send a message to the Mail Agent. The Mail Agent would then pass the message to the 
Robber Agent. So, it maybe said that the Mail Agent acts as a kind of message dispatcher among all 
the agents.

3.3 Implementation Details

In order to build the player, we needed a platform which was already built and on which the game 
could be played. Also, there was a need to find a platform which could support computer players as 
well. We came through three of the platforms already built for Settlers of Catan.

1. Sea3D
2. Xplorers
3. jSettlers

Sea3D [4] uses OpenGL to display the board and the pieces in three dimensional view. Sea3D was 
rejected as it does not support the provision for playing against computer players. 

Xplorers [5] is also a platform to play SoC. It has quite an intuitive interface and is relatively easy to 
play, not because of the rules or anything. It is because of the great user interface. However, this 
platform also does not allow computer players to play the game. This was the reason that Xplorers was 
also rejected as a platform to build our Multi-Agent player. Also, Xplorers is copyrighted. This means 
we could not have access to their code as well. 
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jSettlers [6] is a client/server based platform built in JAVA. This platform is freely available from 
Source Forge [7], which means the source code is available as well. In addition to this, jSettlers also 
supports computer players. 

The success criterion for us was to choose a platform which supported computer players as well. 
Carefully analyzing, we came to the point and chose jSettlers as our target platform to build our 
player. Also, jSettlers had a documented API which helped us in a way that we got a profound idea on 
what was supported by the platform and what we were required to do. In a way, this helped us to avoid 
re-inventing the wheel and concentrating on the core functionalities of the player. 

3.3.1 jSettlers Server

jSettlers Server is responsible for handling messages from the clients connected to the Server. If we 
put it in an abstract sense, the client sends an action to the Server. The Server checks if the action is 
legal; executes it and sends the response back to the clients connected. There are certain call back 
functions called by the Server which enable the clients to update their environment in accordance with 
the overall game status and progress. In case, if the action is not legal, an error response is 
communicated back to the client. [7]

3.3.2 jSettlers Client

The jSettlers client is the Multi-Agent player that we built. During building of the game certain 
questions come to mind. What are the core issues we need to deal with while playing the game? At 
each stage of the game, what are the actions that can be taken by the player? 
The rules of the game are not complex from a theoretic view point. A neat implementation of these 
rules makes the game more interesting to play. After compiling the rules of the game and getting an 
idea of the structure used to build the game, the first question arises as to how the agents should be 
employed to build the player. 
For this reason, identification of core aspects is necessary. In the course of the game, a player can 
build settlements, move the robber, play the development cards and trade with other players. These are 
the actions he can take during the course of the game. 
Keeping these aspects of the agent in mind, we decided to map each action to an agent in the system. 
Mapping it to a one to one correspondence, we implemented the agents in such a way that each agent 
does a particular action in the game. To govern all of them, we implemented a plan agent whose work 
was to coordinate with the consequent agents and correspond back the resulting action. 
In other words, for each task that could be executed in isolation, we had a single agent which did that 
task. However, there is still a choice to be made as to where a settlement should be built. This decision 
was left to agents deployed on each hex on the board. These agents replied back with the most 
appropriate action that could be beneficial for a player at a particular instance. 

3.4 Project Overview

In this section, we describe how we actually implemented our player from a technical point of view.

3.4.1 Tools and Technologies 

As the development platform we chose was jSettlers which is implemented in JAVA, so the language 
of choice was JAVA. We used JBuilder 2007 as the IDE for development. ANT [9] was used to build 
the project configuration file. One big advantage of using ANT is that it uses a single xml file which 
has the paths to all the source and destination directories which makes compiling the entire code much 
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easier and quicker. Also, JBuilder 2007 has the option of creating a project from an existing ANT 
build file, which is the same XML configuration file as the one used in our project. 

3.4.2 Project Directory Structure 

Given below is a layout of the project structure:

jSettlers/
run script/
src/
target/
build.xml
.classpath
.project 
build.properties

The folder named “run script” has the batch files used to run the jSettler server, client and the bots 
which includes our player as well. One advantage of the batch file is the ease of use as it 
accommodates the commands to run the environment. 
The “src” directory comprises of the source code which includes the source code for jSettlers project 
and also the source code for our player. 
The “target” directory comprises of the compiled code which also includes the jar files for the jSettlers 
server and the client. 
The “build.xml” is the backbone of the whole project which has the configuration settings for the 
project. ANT is used to build this file to compile the complete project and save the compiled code in 
the target directory.
“.classpath”, “.project” and “build.properties” are the files used by JBuilder which is the IDE. 

We have used log4j [10] for logging purposes. Logging helps to track the code and makes it much 
easier to track the errors in the code. As Log4j is also built using JAVA, so it was not a problem 
including log4j in the project. 

3.4.3 Player Implementation

In this section, we take an in depth overview of how the player has been implemented and what things 
have been taken into consideration while building the player. 

The Interface agent is the one which communicates with the Plan Agent on one side and with the 
server on the other. The Server sends requests which are listened to by the Interface Agent and 
responses are sent back to the Server regarding what action is to be performed. The Server call backs 
certain functions as well, based on which our player updates its information as well. 
The Interface Agent calls the Plan Agent which in turn communicates with the other agents depending 
on the task to be performed at that moment in time. The Agent which is called performs its required 
task and sends back the response to the Plan Agent which sends a response back to the Interface Agent
to perform the requested task. 

3.4.3.1 Agent

The Agent is a supporting class from which all the particular agents extend. It stores the information 
about the game and the player. Every agent who requires getting some game specific information or 
player specific information gets the information from this class. 
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Every Agent has the following items in common which are specific to those agents based on the 
functions each of the items performs.
The messages variable holds the messages received from the other agents. These messages are then 
read in each agent to check for what task has to be performed by the agent. Each agent has an 
associated log variable which logs in the information. This log helps in tracking the path through the 
code and helps in making debugging the code easier and quicker. 

3.4.3.2 Interface Agent

The Interface Agent initializes the other agents which are actually individual threads running and 
listening for tasks to perform. It has the necessary call back functions which are called by the Server to 
perform the required tasks. On the invocation of these functions, the Interface Agent performs the 
tasks necessary to execute, in the course of the game. The Interface Agent opens a socket on which it 
listens to the server.
There are 52 node agents which are initialized in the Interface Agent as well. The details of the node 
agent are described in what follows. 
The Interface Agent responds to certain text messages depending on the message received by the 
Interface Agent. 
The Interface Agent has certain methods which directly send the requests to perform certain actions to 
the Server which in turn performs the action if it’s valid and sends back some response which invokes 
the callback functions in the Interface Agent.

3.4.3.3 Plan Agent

This agent can be considered as a “decision maker” in the whole system. The routing through the 
system is basically done through this agent. The Plan Agent receives requests mainly from the 
Interface Agent and gets the responses from the other Agents which are specialized in doing the tasks 
they are assigned to perform.
As every agent is a thread, so each is listening to what it has to do and whenever it receives some 
message which is a task, it performs the task. In a similar fashion, the Plan Agent also continuously 
listens to the requests which are the tasks to perform and forwards the requests to the appropriate agent 
to get the task done. 
The Plan Agent has a direct communication with the other agents. In other words, we can say that the 
Plan Agent is an interface between the Interface Agent and the other agents. Sometimes, however, if 
we felt easier and convenient, we made direct communication between the Interface Agent and the 
other agents as well. The idea behind implementing the Plan Agent was to delegate the responsibility 
of communication to a separate agent. As, Interface Agent handles taking actions and receiving 
callbacks from the Server, and the other agents, which are discussed in what follows, perform their 
own specialized tasks, we reached the point that we should have a separate agent which holds the 
communication responsibility between the Interface and other agents. 
The Plan Agent itself does not take any action, but sends a request out to the Interface Agent which 
then takes the appropriate action.
The Plan Agent sends out most of the messages in the form of actions to be performed to the 
respective agents on the basis of the Interface Agent.
The Plan Agent performs the following major responsibilities:

1. It sends a message to all the node agents to respond with the bid to build the initial 
settlements. The bid received actually comprises of a message from the node agent regarding 
what to build and where. 

2. It receives messages from the Interface Agent to get bids regarding building initial settlements 
and roads. The Plan Agent then sends the messages to Node Agent to submit bids regarding 
where to build the two initial settlements and roads. Each Node responds with the utility of 
building a settlement at its designated place. Same is the case with submitting the bids for
building the initial roads. The Plan Agent then selects the highest utility value bids for initial 
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settlements and initial roads and sends a request to the Interface Agent to build the 
settlements/roads at the respective spots/coordinates on the board. The Interface Agent as a 
result sends the message to the Server which actually places the settlement/road on the 
particular place on the board. 

3. It receives the message to devise a move from the Interface Agent. It is this message that has 
the crux of the game. The Plan Agent then sends messages to each of the Node Agents to send 
bid regarding the action to be taken at their respective residing place on the board. The actions 
are accompanied with their respective utilities and are sorted by the Plan Agent based on 
higher utility values associated with them in descending order. The Plan Agent then checks if 
the action is to build a settlement, city or a road. The Plan Agent checks if we have the 
resources to build the settlement, city or road. If we do not have the resources, it sends a 
message to the trader agent with the resources needed. 

4. It receives messages from the trader agent to make a trade if we can. It then directs the trade 
request to the Interface Agent to make the trade. Also, it is the Plan Agent that asks the 
Interface Agent to make a bank trade depending on if the Trader Agent sends the message to 
trade with the bank for the required resources. Same is the case with 2:1 port trade and 3:1 
port trade. 

5. It receives the messages from the Cards Agent to discard cards as a result if a 7 is rolled and 
our player has more than 7 resource cards. It also receives the messages from the Cards 
Agents if we can purchase a card during a turn; if we have to play one of the monopoly card, 
discovery card, road building card, or knight card. 

6. It receives the messages from the Robber Agent to move the robber on a hex and also the 
choice of the player to steal resource from. 

As the aim of the game is to be the first to collect 10 victory points; the Plan Agent also has some core 
functionalities which calculate the building speed given a piece. The building speed directly depends 
on the number of turns required to build a city, settlement or road at any particular point in the game.
We calculate the frequency of resources which is the number of turns which we require to get a 
particular resource. It is this frequency of resources that help us identify as to which of the city, 
settlement or road can be build quickly. 
We build a frequency table of resources depending on where our building pieces are on the board. If 
we have multiple settlements on a hex, the resource is noted multiple times. Also, if we have a city on 
a hex, the resource is noted twice, as a city produces twice the resources as compared to a settlement 
or a road. Here it is very important to note the probabilities of rolling a number in the course of the 
game. As a starting point, we build a number rolling probability using the percentages stated by 
Thomas [8] in his dissertation. 

Number Probability
2, 12 3%
3, 11 6%
4, 10 8%
5, 9 11%
6, 8 14%
7 17%

Table 3-1 Number Probabilities on dice

The frequency of production of a resource is directly proportional to the probability of the number on 
which the resource is placed on the board. The higher the probability of a number; the greater is the 
resource production frequency. This helps us to establish the fact that if all the resources which are 
required to build a piece on the board is available in lesser number of turns; depending on the 
probability of the numbers on which the resources are places; then the piece can be built quickly on 
the board. This helps us to identify which piece to build on the board which can take us towards 
earning those victory points earlier in the game. 
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3.4.3.4 Node Agent

The Node Agent is responsible mainly for calculating which piece should be build on a particular hex 
on the board. We have a Node Agent at every node on the board. Basically, each Node Agent has 
access to its particular node environment and it decides from whether to building a settlement or a city 
at a particular node; or building a road at a particular edge would be beneficial. 
The Node Agent is particularly responsible for sending the location to build the initial settlements and 
roads. In addition the core responsibility of the Node Agent is to plan the best move at this particular 
node on which the Node Agent resides. 
There is a term called “utility” of building something. The utility is nothing but simply an integer 
representing the likeness or unlikeness to build something or perform a task. Our actions are controlled 
by this utility at various stages in the game. These stages include and are not limited to placing initial 
settlements, roads or building pieces on the board. 
For placing the initial settlement, a Node Agent calculates the utility of building the settlement on the 
node on which it resides. Different factors are taken into consideration while calculating the utility to 
build the settlement on this node. We check if this node is a potential settlement place. A “potential” 
place is one on which our player can build a piece. If this node is not a potential settlement building 
place, the Node Agent sends a message back saying that a settlement cannot be built on this node. This 
can be due to a couple of reasons. One could be that an opponent already has a settlement placed on 
this node. Another could be that there are some settlements placed on the adjacent nodes. The Node 
Agent then calculates the total building speed which is equal to the sum of the number of turns to build 
a settlement, city, road and development card. The lower the building speed, the higher the likeliness 
to build a settlement at this node. We then check which types of hexes are adjacent to this node.

All different hexes around = highest utility addition
Two different hexes = second highest utility addition
All same = no utility addition 

If we have all different hexes surrounding this node, the Node Agent adds the highest utility to the net 
utility. If we have two different hexes, it adds the second to highest utility to the net utility. The Node 
Agent does not add anything to the net utility if all the hexes are, for some reason, same around this 
hex. The advantage of taking this factor into consideration is obvious. A player has a greater aptitude 
towards building a settlement on a node which has all different hexes in terms of resources around the 
node. This is evident from a small example. Consider the fact where there was all same type of 
resources around. This would deprive the user from getting potentially different resources which are 
always required in the course of the game to build different pieces. Additionally, considering that 
those three hexes around this node had high probability numbers; the player would be having same 
resources in access and would be in need of other resources to build some pieces. It is always a good 
approach to have different types of hex around this node so that a player has near to good chances of 
getting different resources in reasonable amount of turns instead of lacking resources. This could,
however, also depend partially on the rolling probability of the numbers on the hexes.
The Node Agent then checks if there is a desert hex, water hex, 2:1 port or a 3:1 port around this node. 
If there is a desert hex or a water hex, a certain utility is deducted from the total utility. If we have a 
2:1 port it adds a higher utility as compared to 3:1 port. This also makes sense. A player would 
certainly opt to build a settlement on a node which does not have water or desert hex which do not 
produce anything and do not have numbers assigned to them. In contrast, a player would definitely opt 
to build a settlement on a spot which has a 2:1 port more than a spot which has 3:1 port. It is quite 
obvious, that a player would not like to give 3 resources for 1; compared to if he had an opportunity to 
trade 2 resources for 1 which saves him a resource. This is the reason, that the Node Agent assigns a 
higher utility to a 2:1 trade port as compared to 3:1 trade port. 
The final factor which is taken into account by the Node Agent to build a settlement on a particular 
node is the probability of the numbers marked on the adjacent hexes. The higher the probability of the 
numbers around, the higher is the utility assigned by the Node Agent. The Node Agent gets the 
probabilities of the numbers on the hexes around; adds them and multiplies the final result with a 
weighted factor. This weighted factor is introduced due to two reasons: to remove the decimal part 
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from the final answer; to adjust the likeliness of the final factor. By likeliness we mean that if we 
control this weighting factor, the Node Agent tends more towards this factor in selecting this node to 
build the settlement by returning a higher utility in the end. So, for example, we need to make this 
factor stand out while doing a selection in building the initial settlements, we could increase this 
weighting factor and the Node Agent could get tilted towards keeping this factor into consideration 
more than the factors discussed above in deciding upon the net utility of building a settlement here. In 
other words, the higher the weighting factor, the more is the influence on the net utility of this factor. 
If this node is not a potential settlement, the Node Agent sets a virtually higher utility for this node 
which means that this node cannot be selected for building a settlement on this spot. In other words, 
the player cannot build a settlement at this spot. 
The final or net utility is calculated by subtracting the total utility calculated from the type of hexes 
around and the utility calculated by the numbers on the hexes around from the total building speed 
after building a settlement here. If we express it as a formula

NET UTILITY = BUILDING SPEED ONCE SETTLEMENT IS BUILT – THE UTILITY OF THE 
TYPE OF HEXES AROUND – THE UTILITY OF THE PROBABILITIES OF THE NUMBERS 
MARKED ON THE HEXES AROUND 

Once the Node Agents send this utility back to the Plan Agent, it sorts nodes based on the utility on 
the nodes returned by the Node Agents. The node with minimum utility is selected by the Plan Agent 
and a message is sent by the Plan Agent to the Interface Agent to build a settlement on this node. 

For placing the initial roads, the Node Agent also returns a utility which in this case is the edge 
adjacent to the node on which this Node Agent is resident. For detecting which edge is most beneficial 
for building the road, the Node Agent keeps certain factors in mind. For calculating the utility, or in 
other words, selecting the edge to build the road, the Node Agent checks for the edges adjacent to the 
edges adjacent to the node on which the Node Agent resides. It is a two step lookup process. The Node 
Agent fetches an edge immediately adjacent to the node and then explores the adjacent edges to the 
edge selected. The final adjacent edges help the Node Agent to get an idea of what has been already 
built in the vicinity of this node. The Node Agent first gets the adjacent edges to this node. For each 
edge, the Node Agent checks whether a road can be built on this edge. If it is a potential edge, the 
Node Agent then explores the adjacent edges to this edge.

- Higher utility associated with the edge if any of the adjacent edges has our own road
- Second highest utility with the edge if any of the adjacent edges has opponent player’s 

road
- A minimal utility with the edge if all the adjacent edges are just available

The Node Agent assigns the highest utility to the edge if the adjacent edge to this edge has our road on 
it. Then it prioritizes the edge which has the opponent road adjacent to it. The least priority is given to 
the edge which has all the edges adjacent to it as available. This makes sense in the game as well. A 
player has a tendency to build roads in continuity to their own roads which can consequently increase 
their chances of winning by entitling them to get 2 additional victory points for the longest road. Also, 
the player likes to break the continuity of roads of an opponent which breaks the chances of the 
opponent player to get those additional victory points for the longest road.

One of the major and core responsibilities of the Node Agent includes devising a best move at any 
particular point in time in the game. As a Node Agent knows about its own environment, it keeps its 
vicinity factors in mind and calculates what could be best for the player if he was to build something 
on this node or adjacent to this node in case of a road. 
The Node Agent checks to see if this node is a potential settlement location. If it is, then the Node 
Agent calculates the utility associated with building a settlement on this location. A factor kept in 
mind while calculating the utility is the building speed. The building speed is added to the utility. The 
Node Agent then checks, if we have our city/settlement on the nodes on the adjacent hexes to this 
node and adds the utilities consequently. The Node Agent then checks if we have roads connecting to 
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this node on the adjacent edges to this node. The Node Agent then adds the utilities accordingly 
depending on if it is our road connecting the node or it is the opponent’s road. The final utility is 
calculated by subtracting the utility calculated above from a hypothetical utility value. 

UTILITY_SETTLEMENT = HYPOTHETICAL_UTILITY_VALUE –
UTILITY_SETTLEMENT_AS_CALCULATED (1)

This hypothetical value helps in calculating the ratio which is needed to get the final utility before 
sending the response to the Plan Agent. In case we already do have a settlement on this node, the Node 
Agent checks if a city can be built on this node. The same factors and once again considered by the 
Node Agent to build a city as well. Factors include the building speed, checking if we have our pieces 
on the nodes on the hexes adjacent to this node and also checking if we have our or the opponent’s 
roads on the edges adjacent to this node. The utility is once again calculated by subtracting the utility 
calculated above from a hypothetical utility value. 

UTILITY_CITY = HYPOTHETICAL_UTILITY_VALUE – UTILITY_CITY_AS_CALCULATED
(2)

For calculating the utility for road, the Node Agent once again checks the edges on the same criteria as 
discussed when building the initial roads. The final utility returned represents the edge coordinate 
where building a road is considered beneficial by the Node Agent. 
The Node Agent then calculates the net utilities as ratios, based on some crucial factors. We know 
very well that for a player it is really important to know the resource cards available with him and the 
resource cards needed to build something. Of course, the most beneficial approach for the player 
would be that if he had all the resources needed to build something. In other case, the player would 
have to trade for the resources which could cost him exchanging resources for other resources 
required. An efficient thinking by the player then could of course be, to see what piece he could build 
with the minimum exchange of resource cards. Based on a similar technique, the Node Agent 
calculates the net utility associated with building a piece. The Node Agent calculates the edge utility 
based on the following equation

COST = 1 (in case the player has all the resources required to build the road)

COST = 1 + NUMBER_OF_RESOURCES_NEEDED_TO_BUILD_ROAD

NUMBER_OF_RESOURCES_NEEDED_TO_BUILD_ROAD calculates the resources yet needed to 
build the road.

The road utility is consequently calculated as

UTILITY_ROAD = HYPOTHETICAL_UTILITY_VALUE –
HYPOTHETICAL_VALUE_FOR_ROAD_TURNS – EDGE_UTILITY 

HYPOTHETICAL_UTILITY_VALUE is a large number from which we subtract the other values to 
get an integer within positive bounds which is then used to calculate the ratio which represents the net 
utility.

HYPOTHETICAL_VALUE_FOR_ROAD_TURNS represents the total number of turns required to 
build a settlement, city or road once this road has been built and this parameter has been based on a 
calculated scale. 

EDGE_UTILITY represents the utility of building a road on one of the adjacent edges.

The cost to utility radio for building the road on an edge is calculated by the following formula
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COST_UTILITY_RATIO = COST / UTILITY_ROAD

The above formula gives us a comparison between what are the resources needed to build a road at 
any point in game versus the benefit of building the road on this particular edge. The Node Agent 
selects the edge with the maximum utility so that the overall ratio is set to a minimum. This is evident 
from the fact that the higher the utility to build the road at an edge the lower the cost to utility ratio for 
that particular edge. The Node Agent then sets the edge coordinate along with the cost to utility ratio 
and sends this information to the Plan Agent which then decides where to build the road based on 
these ratios calculated by the Node Agents as a whole. The Plan Agent selects the lowest ratios to 
build the roads. 

In addition to sending the edge utilities for building the road, the Node Agent also sends from either 
the utility to build a settlement on this node or the utility to convert a settlement to a city. In order to 
calculate the net utility which is again a cost to utility ratio, the Node Agent does some calculations. 
The Node Agent checks if a settlement can be built on this node. If this is a potential settlement 
location, the Node Agent calculates the cost associated as 

COST = 1 (in case the player has all the resources required to build the settlement)

COST = 1 + NUMBER_OF_RESOURCES_NEEDED_TO_BUILD_SETTLEMENT 

The ratio is again calculated as 

COST_UTILITY_RATIO = COST / UTILITY_SETTLEMENT (from 1)

UTILITY_SETTLEMENT was calculated in equation (1) above and the ratio indicates the cost 
incurred to build a settlement and the benefit to build the settlement which depends on a handful of 
crucial factors discussed when calculating the utility of the settlement. 

If this is a potential city node, then the Node Agent calculates the cost – utility ratio as

COST = 1 (in case the player has all the resources required to build the city)

COST = 1 + NUMBER_OF_RESOURCES_NEEDED_TO_BUILD_CITY

The ratio is again calculated as 

COST_UTILITY_RATIO = COST / UTILITY_CITY (from 2)

UTILITY_CITY was calculated in equation (2) above and the ratio indicates the cost incurred to build 
a CITY and the benefit to build the city which depends on a handful of crucial factors discussed when 
calculating the utility of the city.

The Node Agent then sends the cost utility ratio along with the node coordinates to the Plan Agent 
which then sorts the ratios and selects the minimum cost – utility ratio. This means that the player now 
has the best spot on the board to build either a settlement or a city. Also, the player has the information 
about the most beneficial edge to place a road. 

3.4.3.5 Cards Agent

The Card Agent is responsible for discarding the excessive cards at any point in the game if a 7 is 
rolled. Choosing a card to play is also the responsibility of this agent. The Card Agent also handles the 
purchasing of a card.
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For playing a specific card, the Card Agent takes into consideration the following factors. It prioritizes 
the cards in an order and checks if the player has those cards. The priority is done in the following 
manner. 

KNIGHT CARD
MONOPOLY CARD
DISCOVERY CARD
ROAD BUILDING CARD

The Cards Agent first checks if the player has a knight card based on the priority table which indicates 
which card, if available with the player, should be played in which order. If the player has a knight 
card, the Cards Agent flags a message to play the knight card. This gives two immediate benefits to 
the player. The first being, the player does not have to hold down too many knight cards in his hands. 
The second, the player has a good chance of getting the largest army award. 
If the Cards Agent cannot play the knight card, then it checks for the monopoly card again based on 
the priority table. If the Cards Agent has a monopoly card, it fetches the most wanted resource in the 
game. The most wanted resource is the one which is mostly looked for in the course of the game 
during trades. It is quite obvious that the most wanted resource often gets involved in the trades and is 
asked for by most of the players. This gives the player an advantage of having an edge in the game. 
The player with the most looked for resource is in a good position to trade for what he wants at a 
particular turn in the game. 
If the player does not have the monopoly card, the Cards Agent checks for the discovery card. In case, 
the player has a discovery card, the Cards Agent selects 1 resource each from the most looked for 
resources in the course of the game. The reason to why we thought of selecting two of the most looked 
for resources in the game is that it gives a fair chance to the player to get a resource which he might 
also be looking for at that particular moment in the game. While playing several instances of the game, 
we came to the point that this strategy was very much workable, as the player in 90% of the instances 
was in need of the resource which was most wanted or the resource which was looked for after that in 
order. 
If the player does not have the discovery card, the Cards Agent checks for if the player has a road 
building card. In case he has this card, the agent checks for all the edges where a road can be built by 
this player. It then selects two of the edges and sends a response to the Plan Agent which then directs 
the Interface Agent to build the roads at these two edges without paying for the resources required to 
build a road. 
In case the Cards Agent cannot find any card to play, it signals that there is no card to play which 
means that the player does not have a card to play. 
The Cards Agent also checks if the player has the resources to purchase a card. In case there are 
enough resources, the Cards Agent directs the Plan Agent to purchase a card which is then a call to the 
Interface Agent to purchase the card. In other case, the player cannot purchase a card.
The Cards Agent is also responsible for discarding half of its resources in case they are above 7 when 
a 7 has been rolled. The Cards Agent uses a round robin strategy following 1 resource from each in 
order clay, ore, sheep, wheat, and wood until the resources to discard has been fulfilled.

3.4.3.6 Robber Agent

The Robber Agent is responsible mainly for moving the robber to a particular hex. It is also 
responsible for stealing a resource from an opponent whose building is placed around the hex on 
which the robber is moved. 
The Robber Agent selects the hex to move the robber based on certain factors. The Robber Agent 
checks all the hexes on which the robber can reside and selects the one with the highest utility. For 
each hex, the Robber Agent first checks the buildings around that hex. For each node on the hex, the 
Robber Agent checks whether we have our city/settlement on it or the opponent’s city/settlement on it. 
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- deduct utility amount from the total utility if player’s settlement on any node on the 
hex

- deduct utility amount from the total utility if player’s city on any node on the hex
- deduct utility amount from the total utility if player’s road on any edge on the hex
- add utility amount to the total utility if an opponent’s settlement on any node on the 

hex
- add utility amount to the total utility if an opponent’s city on any node on the hex
- add utility amount to the total utility if an opponent’s road on any edge on the hex

The Robber Agent deducts a greater amount from the total utility if the player’s city is placed on any 
node on the hex. The reason being, if our player has a city on a hex on which the robber is placed 
would deny us from two resources as compared to one resource which is produced if we had a 
settlement on that spot. Similarly, while adding a utility to the total utility, the Robber Agent adds two 
fold utility to the total utility, if an opponent has a city on any of the node on the hex. The Robber
Agent also deducts a utility from the total, if the player has a road on any of the edges on the hex. 
Conversely, the Robber Agent adds a utility to the total, if the opponent has a road on any of the edges 
on the hex. The Robber Agent then checks which players are around the hex. This is quite logical 
though. A player would while playing the game, try to slow down the leading player. The Robber 
Agent adds a certain utility to the total utility if there is an opponent on this hex. By opponent on a
hex, we mean if the opponent player has his building placed on the hex. If that player is the leading 
opponent in the course of the game, the Robber Agent adds a slight more bit of the utility to the total 
utility. In case the player has a building on the hex, the Robber Agent deducts a certain amount from 
the total utility. This is quite obvious from the fact that the player would not like to place the robber on 
a hex where he has his own building pieces. The reason behind this is although it stops the resource 
production for other players on this hex, it also stops the resource production for the player himself as 
well which is less desirable. The Robber Agent then checks the probability of the number and 
multiplies it to a weighting factor and adds to the total utility. This is also quite obvious. If the player 
is able to manage to place the robber on a hex marked with a number whose probability of being rolled 
is higher; then this blocks the opponents from getting the resources which in other case they would get 
in abundance. The Robber Agent then sorts the hexes based on the utilities and selects the hex with the 
highest utility to move the robber. It flags a response to move the robber to the appropriate hex. 
The Robber Agent also decides on the opponent from whom to steal a resource from once the robber 
has been moved to a hex. The Robber Agent checks on all the opponent players and selects the player 
with the highest victory points. The reason is again obvious which is to slow down the top player. 

3.4.3.7 Trader Agent

The Trader Agent is primarily responsible for handling the trading with other players. This agent is the 
backbone of the system, mainly because we have designed the trader such that it can mitigate the 
player’s bad luck. It basically tries trading of the resources in a simple but in a strategic manner which 
goes in the benefit of the player. 
In order to implement the Trader Agent, we introduced a concept of trader loop. It is this loop which 
controls the trade order. The trade order is based on the following sequence. 

- trade with other players
- trade with a 2:1 / 3:1 port
- no trade

The trader loop can be considered as a turn protocol which is a kind of request response mechanism 
between the Interface Agent and the Trader Agent. For a particular piece, the Trader Agent gets all the 
possible options to trade with. In the course of the games played, we noticed this turn based protocol 
to be efficient mechanism of communication back and forth. 
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The Trader Agent receives a request for trading when the player does not have the resources available 
for building a piece whether it could be a settlement, city or a road. The Trader Agent has several 
priorities while trading for the resources,

 Longest Road
 Road
 City
 Settlement

By priorities we mean that trader agent will go for the resources which are in the best interest of the 
player and will take the player quickly towards the victory. Before actually start trading the trader 
agent will see that how many victory points it has and how quickly can this trade will take it to be 
victorious. So to do so the agent will first try to do trade for the longest road because longest road will 
lead towards the victory as it has 2 points. So to trade for the longest road, the agent will be needing 
clay and wood to build longest road. So the agent first tries to get the clay and wood by exchanging
the resources it has, suppose it trades for 1:1, meaning that it will try to trade for I clay with 1 resource 
it has. If the opponent accepts the trade the agent will get clay, then it will try again for a wood, trying 
again for 1:1 trade. If the agent gets the desired resources well and good, if not then it will trade for 
2:1, meaning that it will offer for 2 resources and will ask for 1 resource. Again, if the agent will get 
the needed resources it traded for, it will build the longest road and if the trade was rejected by the 
opponent then the agent won’t go for 3:1 trade, and it instead will go for another strategy.
The trader agent then will try to trade for building a road, and again will do the former way to get the 
needed resource and will trade accordingly; if the agent would be unsuccessful in getting resources to 
build a road then it will go for the next strategy.
It will next trade for building a city and a settlement.
If the agent is unsuccessful in getting any resource from the above then it will try changing the 
strategy and will trade again. But again it will check for the victory points and if the agent is very 
close to get the 10 victory points then it will look for longest road or largest army, as these both can 
get the agent 2 points and make him move more quickly towards the 10 victory points. So as the trader 
agent got all the trades rejected from the opponents then the agent will look for a 2:1 port or 3:1 port.

The agent could also change the strategy and will first tries to exchange resource with the needed 
resource. If this trade does not take place, the Trader Agent tries to trade using a 2:1 port or a 3:1 port. 
If this trade also is not feasible, the trader agent replies with a no trade message.
The Trader Agent receives the information about the piece to be built by the player. The needed 
resources are also communicated to the Trader Agent along with the lagging resources. The lagging 
resources are the resources which are needed to catch up with the needed resources. 
The Trader Agent tries to exchange the resource not needed at the moment with the other players for 
the resource(s) needed. If this trade does not succeed, the Trader Agent tries to make a 2:1 trade for 
the needed resource. The resource given in a trade is a resource which is affordable to be given at this 
particular moment. At the same time, the Trader Agent makes a choice from trading with a 2:1 or a 3:1 
trade port. Although trading with a 3:1 port is not that much advantageous as in this type of trade the 
Trader Agent has to trade 1 extra resource as compared to a 2:1 trade where the trade could involve a 
two resource for one resource trade. If no such trade is available at the moment, the Trader Agent 
responds with a no possible trade option. 
So trader agent could basically switch different strategies according to the game needs and resources
needed for the player to win the game.

3.4.3.8 Mail Agent

The Mail Agent basically acts as a post office which receives the messages from an agent and 
dispatches the message to the intended recipient agent. More information about message passing is 
given in the following sub section. 
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3.4.3.9 Messaging

One of the properties of agents is they can communicate with each other using messages. In order for 
implementing messaging mechanism, we used the following architecture. 
A general message is composed of the following 

- From
- To
- Message

From: consists of the information of the sender of the message.
To: consists of the information of the receiver of the message.
Message: consists of the message contents. 

The message can be a simple message or an object which comprises of much detailed contents. The 
Message, therefore, can change based on the response required from the particular agent. Each Agent 
for this reason has an associated message class which comprises of the specialized message. Each 
agent has a mailbox where it receives its message which is an action to be performed by this agent. 
The Agent then opens the message, reads the contents and performs the action required and expressed 
in the message itself. We explain the flow with an example. 
Consider that the Interface Agent wants to communicate with the Plan Agent with a message. The 
Interface Agent makes a message. It sets the “from” field set to Interface Agent. The “to” field is set to 
the intended receiver which in this case is the Plan Agent. The “message” field comprises the message 
or the action itself. The message is routed to the Plan Agent via the Mail Agent which was discussed 
in the previous heading. The Plan Agent, consequently, receives the message in its mailbox. The Plan 
Agent then opens the message and performs the desired action. 

Our experience, while playing the games, shows us that this architecture has been a good choice both 
from an implementation point of view and also from a performance view point. 

3.4.3.10 Logging

As is already discussed, we have used log4j [10] for logging the messages in the game. This helped us 
a lot to debug our application. It is our finding that the player response time is effected by 20% to 25% 
if we log the messages in production as well. Actually, as we know that file I/O takes a portion of the 
CPU time, so that is quite obvious that if we enable the logging in production as well, there could be a 
slight delay in the response time. 

3.4.3.11 Application Constants 

The data that we thought would be required through out the application, we stored this information in 
Application Constants. An evident benefit of using constants application wide is that we could change 
and tweak the parameters and see what difference it caused in the player’s performance. The constants 
were divided based on the appropriate functionality in the game. For example, if we thought that a 
particular constant was relevant to the Robber Agent, we stacked them into a separate category 
dedicated for the Robber Agent. Similarly, the rest of the constants were stacked in their particular 
categories.
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The Agents described in the sections above collectively strive to play a good enough game on behalf 
of the player. The player has been a working example of all the Agents collaborating together for 
achieving a common goal and that is to achieve those victory points to win the game. 
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4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

When our player approached a stable enough version, we decided to test our player against other 
players. 

4.1 Important Considerations

There are certain things we needed to keep in consideration before performing the test on our player. 
While playing several instances of the game, before getting a stable enough version of the player, we 
noted some of the things which were noted down as bugs in the jSettlers framework. Sometimes, the 
game would just halt without specifying an error trace and we needed to restart the game. While 
trading resources among the players, the game could halt at a particular point, which again forced us to 
restart the game. There is, however, an additional restriction in the game that at least 1 player in the 
game must be a human. Although, it could be considered a disadvantage, an advantage of this 
approach could be that it could give a fair chance to test the player against human player as well.

4.2 Environment

We tested the game on a DELL XPS, having Windows Vista as the OS and 2 GB of RAM. As 
discussed in chapter 3, we had made batch scripts which started the jSettlers Server, jSettlers Client 
and the opponent bots and finally our own player (bot). As jSettlers is built on JAVA as the 
development language, so JAVA SDK is required to run the game. The game involved 1 human 
player, 2 computer opponents and our player.

4.3 Problems 

While playing the game, we had to encounter certain problems. These were sometimes from the 
Server and sometimes from the players. Some of them were mentioned in the sub section 4.1. 
Actually, an unexpected halt during the course of the game forced us to restart the game, which caused 
a little bit delay in the course of playing games consecutively. As we did not have an automated script 
to re-execute the games itself, we had to manually re-execute the game once it was completed.

4.4 Execution 

During the course of the game, the most important factor for our consideration was how much time 
each game takes to play. Each player took an average time to execute its move. It was all dependent on 
the human player to plan and execute his action. 
In the start of the game, our player takes a fraction of time more to execute its move to build the initial 
settlement. This is quite evident from the fact that, for example, if our player is the first player to 
execute the move, and the board has all the nodes available to place the initial settlement, the player 
would have to compute the utilities of building the settlement on the potential locations which takes a 
fraction of time more than when the player has less potential locations to build the settlement. The first 
road does not need that much of time, as the first road has to be placed touching the settlement already 
placed. On average, then there are three potential edges out of the node on which the settlement has 
been placed. 
As the game proceeds and there are less options for the player to place the settlements and roads, the 
response time decreases which is again quite apparent.
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Around 700 instances of the game were run against 2 opponent players and 1 human player. The game
executed in a fairly nice and smooth manner overall, apart from the problems discussed above. The 
player was slightly changed by altering the application constants which were our player parameters. 
The changing of the parameters proved to alter the player’s performance. Also, then the Trader Agent 
was slightly changed to trade resources keeping the opponent player’s position in the game under 
consideration and also by just looking at the resources required by the player at a particular point in 
the game. More information on this alteration has been described in the chapter to follow. An 
important finding, however, during playing the game was our player playing as a collection of agents 
in a transparent manner. We observed that considering our player as a black box, it played quite 
brilliantly although behind the scene the architecture was based on a Multi-Agent architecture. This 
was quite evident from the fact that the response time was negligible from a code communicative point 
of view. The only delay that we could analyze was the delay based on the available locations on the 
board to build something, which consequently would decrease after the initial 2 rounds which did not 
include the roll of the dice. 
As our main focus in the entire course of the game was on the trading, we came to find out that the 
trading strategy was simple yet effective during the course of the game. There were instances where 
the trade was not that good, but on average there were brilliant trades done. The player, at any point, 
did not try to give more resources than affordable. Yet the player also traded with 2:1 port or 3:1 port 
if available.
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5 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

In this chapter, we present the results of playing the game with other players. To be very precise, we 
had the opportunity to play the game with two bots and one human player. The reason that there was a 
human player was because there is a restriction posed by the jSettlers platform that there must be at 
least one human player to start the game.
We executed the game several times to see the behavior of our player. This also included tuning 
different parameters of the player. While testing the player, we kept an important factor in mind and 
that was to keep other player’s position in mind while trading as compared to taking player’s resources 
in consideration while doing the trade. 
We then tweaked various parameters which were described in the form of application constants and 
were analyzed for the best combination of parameters which would lead the player to play a better 
game. 
We divide our result analysis based on the points on which we needed to check our player. From the 
several rounds we played in the game, we divided the rounds based on the following criteria.

- Tuning different parameters of the player 
- Collection of resources needed by the player versus the resources most valuable
- Trading keeping opponent’s position in mind compared to keeping the resources 

needed by the player at any particular instance
- Making a simple trader which tried to make dumb trades compared to a trader which 

made sensible trades. By dumb trade, we mean not analyzing the state of the player in 
the game and simply offering resource(s) in exchange of resource(s) needed by the 
player

5.1 Impact of different factors on the performance of the player

In this section, we present the results that we achieved keeping various factors under consideration.

5.1.1 Tuning Different Parameters

SetupWe tuned different parameters in the game to find the optimal combination of the parameters. 
We started by picking an initial set of parameters and checking the performance based on the position 
of the player at the end. We then changed a combination of parameters and then calculating the 
position of the player in the game. The performance parameter for us was the average position of the 
player in the game. The better the position in the game ranked from 1, 2, 3 or 4, the better the 
performance of our player. However, we also noted during the course of playing several rounds of 
games that the ranking of the player was not the only performance parameter. We also analyzed the 
player based on its ability to trade sensibly and also the exchange of resources during the trade.

We kept an average of 10 games per tuning of a parameter or combination of parameters. Now the 200 
instances of the games that we recorded in total were based on all the factors discussed above. We just 
considered playing the 10 games per tuning parameter in one of the branches of test like the other 
factors. For the sake of simplicity, we name our player as IA, the bots as BOT A and BOT B and the 
human player as HUMAN. 

Results
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We represent the data in tabular format where in a row starting from the left we specify our player’s
standings. The next columns specify the standings of BOT A, BOT B and finally HUMAN in that 
order. The last column specifies the parameter(s) tuned to get the results.
We specify the results based on how many times the player topped in the game. And then we present a 
general analysis based on our observations. 

IA BOT A BOT B HUMAN PARAMETER(S)
5 1 2 2 DiceProbabilitiesHash
6 2 1 1 SHARE_VALUES
3 2 2 3 CARD_PLAY_ORDER

Table 5-1 Results based on various parameters

The parameters described above were the most prioritized parameters based on their importance in the 
game. We also checked the performance of the player on other parameters which we discuss after 
talking about the parameters described in the table. 

DiceProbabilitiesHash: This parameter stores the probability of the number rolled on the 
dice. It could also be described as the frequency of the number rolled on the dice. This 
parameter contains probabilities of occurrence of the dice. 

DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(2, .03);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(12, .03);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(3, .06);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(11, .06);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(4, .08);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(10, .08);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(5, .11);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(9, .11);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(6, .14);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(8, .14);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(7, .17);

 We have done experiments and found that changing  and tweaking the probability of the occurrence 
of the values could help a lot in achieving the better trading. The results of the game very much 
depend on the dice probabilities.

SHARE_VALUES: This is not as such a parameter, but it is still used as a structure to store 
the values of valuable resources through out the game. It holds the information regarding how 
valuable a resource is at a particular instance in the game,

CARD_PLAY_ORDER: This parameter defines the order in which the particular card that 
we have, should be played in the game. And also it keeps the order in which cards are offered 
to the players. 
CARD_PLAY_ORDER = {"KNIGHT", "MONOPOLY", "DISCOVERY", "ROAD 
BUILDING"};
According to the above values first card offered to player is KNIGHT then MONOPOLY and 
so on. This means that this parameter defines the order of the card play. We have done several 
experiments by changing the order of the cards and found results according to input.eg in one 
of the experiment we have changed the value of card_play_order to
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CARD_PLAY_ORDER = {" DISCOVERY", "ROAD BUILDING ", "KNIGHT ", 
"MONOPOLY "};
We will describe the above mentioned parameters with more details and example below.
DiceProbabilitiesHash stores the frequency of the numbers rolled on the dice. This means we keep an 
estimate on how frequently would a particular number be rolled in the course of the game. This helps 
to take benefit by building the pieces on those hexes which have a number whose probability of being 
rolled is higher in the game. We started with setting the values as described in Thomas’s work [10]. It 
was our thinking that the values/frequencies discussed in his work would be a good starting point. In 
actuality, when we started testing our player in progressive rounds, we were of the view point that the 
5 times out of 10, when our player topped in the game was because of the default configuration of the 
outcome of the numbers. When we changed the frequency of the outcome of the numbers, we arrived 
at a point that the default configuration was giving us the most accurate results. 
However, since this was not the only parameter, therefore, there were instances where our player was 
on 2nd, 3rd or even on the last position. We would provide our opinion on this in the discussion section. 

SHARE_VALUES holds the information about how important is a particular resource for the players 
at a particular point. Trading was the sole important factor on which we had based the share values of 
different resources. This means, that in the game, we kept a check on which resources were asked for 
in the trade and which were given away. The more the instances of a resource were requested in a 
trade, the more was its share value in the game and the more the instance given, the less its share 
value. We found out that by the introduction of this parameter, we managed to get more informed 
trade working for us. As the trader knew in advance which trade resource was important, it could 
manage to make the trade more sensibly. We see from the result presented in the table above, we 
managed to improve the performance of the player the most by introducing the concept of share values 
based trade.

CARD_PLAY_ORDER holds the information about the order in which the player plays a particular 
card in hand. We tweaked this parameter in order to see what could be the most optimal order of cards 
to play in the game. After trying different combinations, we were of the view point that the following 
order proved to be the most beneficial for the player

1. Knight Card
2. Monopoly Card
3. Discovery Card
4. Road Building Card

Upon a little insight and thinking, we came to the point, that the order actually made sense. If we see, 
the Knight Card should actually be played by the player on priority if the player has one. This is quite 
obvious from the fact that if we have the robber on a hex where our building is placed on the adjacent 
location, we do need to get the Robber out of the way as the Robber avoids the resource production of
the hex. Moreover, if the hex has a number with high frequency, then the Robber denies the player 
from resources which in the other case, he would be getting frequently. Also, the second benefit is
those 2 victory points which the player can get in case he has the most knight cards and he has played 
them. If the player does not have the knight card, he should go for the Monopoly Card. The Monopoly 
card allows the player to monopolize a resource and let the opponent players strive for getting that 
particular resource. This makes the opponents to trade with us for that particular resource. 
Consequently, the player can trade for a resource required by the player. Discovery Card also has its 
importance, as this card allows the player to get two resources of his choice. This is also important for 
the player as if he does not have a particular resource which is needed by him to build a piece, he can 
get that resource by playing this card. The Road Building also has its own importance, but we were of 
the viewpoint that playing this card in case we are out of all others also helps to make a good enough 
strategy in the game. Also, as in the game we have 2 road building cards, which is a minority from 
among the other cards; we keep this card play at the end. Moreover, out of the many different 
sequences, we came to the point that this order was the most beneficial for the player. 
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Apart from these parameters, we went through tweaking several other parameters, and we came
through the following findings. 

We have two parameters named ALL_DIFFERENT_HEXES_AROUND and 
TWO_DIFFERENT_HEXES_AROUND. ALL_DIFFERENT_HEXES_AROUND is a utility 
parameter which is added to the net utility while building pieces on a particular node. 
TWO_DIFFERENT_HEXES_AROUND is a utility parameter which is added to the net utility if we 
have at least two different hexes around the node on which we build our piece. These two parameters 
had a very deep impact on the placement of the pieces on the board. We went through the factors to 
keep in mind while building the pieces on the board. The two parameters we discussed here were 
found to make a beneficial impact on placing the pieces on the board. By increasing the utility for 
placing a piece on the node which has all different hexes around increases the choice of resources our 
player receives compared to receiving the same resource in a greater amount. If there are more 
instances of a particular resource with the player, he has to trade frequently to get other resources. In 
the later case, it would be beneficial for the player to have access to a 2:1 or a 3:1 port as well. In this 
case, the player then can trade with a port instead of giving resources to opponents which could help 
them in growing quickly in the game. 

We had different utilities which were also tweaked a little bit to get the impact of changes on the 
player. These were the utilities added or subtracted in different situations. We give a list of the 
parameters and describe their purpose along with their values which we thought improved the 
performance of the player. It is important to note, however, that the parameters listed below are not all 
the parameters but what we think are the most important out of all the parameters. 

DESERT_HEX_PENALITY
WATER_HEX_PENALITY
TWO_ONE_PORT_UTILITY 
THREE_ONE_PORT_UTILITY
NUMBERS_HEX_PROVISION_WEIGHT
OUR_SETTLEMENT_PENALTY
OUR_CITY_PENALTY
OUR_ROAD_PENALTY
OPPONENT_SETTLEMENT_ADVANTAGE 
OPPONENT_CITY_ADVANTAGE
OPPONENT_ROAD_ADVANTAGE
OUR_PLAYER_PENALTY
OPPONENT_PLAYER_TOP_ADVANTAGE
OPPONENT_PLAYER_ADVANTAGE

DESERT_HEX_PENALITY is the cost that the player pays if he builds a piece on a node which has a 
desert hex adjacent to it. The value assigned to it is -5. The minus sign indicates that the player has to 
incur additional cost if he builds a piece on this particular node. 
WATER_HEX_PENALITY is the cost that the player pays if he builds a piece on a node which has a 
water hex adjacent to it. The value assigned to it is -3. The minus sign indicates that the player has to 
incur additional cost if he builds a piece on this particular node. 
TWO_ONE_PORT_UTILITY is the benefit utility given to the player for building a piece on a node 
which has a 2:1 port adjacent to it. The value assigned is 10. 
THREE_ONE_PORT_UTILITY is the benefit utility given to the player for building a piece on a 
node which has a 3:1 port adjacent to it. The value assigned is 5.
NUMBERS_HEX_PROVISION_WEIGHT is the hypothetical value multiplied after adding the 
corresponding frequencies of numbers on the hexes in the adjacency of this node. The value assigned 
to it is 10. This value serves two purposes. One is that it rounds the frequencies to an integer and also 
the weight if varied, plays a significant role forcing the player to consider this option on priority if the 
weight is increased. 
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Now if we see that the desert hex is the most unwanted location on the board where the player should 
not be building a piece. Obviously, what we mean by this is that the player would not have a tendency 
to build a piece on the node having a desert hex in its adjacency. Nodes which have water hexes are 
also disliked by the player but not more than desert hex. Nodes which have 2:1 trade port in the 
adjacency are more liked by the player as compared to 3:1 trade port. This also makes quite sense as it 
is more beneficial for the player to trade 2 resources for 1 most needed resource as compared to 3 
resources for 1. 
OUR_SETTLEMENT_PENALTY is the cost incurred by the player if the player decides to move the 
Robber to a hex which has his own settlement on the hex where the Robber is about to move. The 
value assigned to it is -10.
OUR_CITY_PENALTY is the cost incurred by the player if the player decides to move the Robber to 
a hex which has his own city on the hex where the Robber is about to move. The value assigned to it is 
-20.
OUR_ROAD_PENALTY is the cost incurred by the player if the player decides to move the Robber 
to a hex which has his own road on the hex where the Robber is about to move. The value assigned to 
it is -10.
If we see the values assigned to the penalty parameters in case we have our piece on the hex where the 
Robber is about to move, this makes sense. The player avoids moving the Robber to a hex which 
already has our city built on it as compared to if we have our settlement or road on it. The reason 
behind this is we do not want to block our resources in excess by placing the robber on the hex where 
we have our own resources as well. 
In contrast to the penalties assigned to our player, we have benefits assigned to opponents’ pieces. The 
values assigned to OPPONENT_SETTLEMENT_ADVANTAGE,
OPPONENT_CITY_ADVANTAGE and OPPONENT_ROAD_ADVANTAGE are 10, 20 and 10 
respectively. Our player has more tendencies to move the robber to a hex where an opponent has 
placed his city. The logic behind this kind of assignment is to create most damage for the opponents 
and keep our player on the safe side. 
Finally, we keep track of the players whose pieces are around the hex where the player wants to move 
the Robber. In regard to this, we have three parameters: 

OUR_PLAYER_PENALTY value: -10
OPPONENT_PLAYER_TOP_ADVANTAGE value: 20
OPPONENT_PLAYER_ADVANTAGE value: 10

OUR_PLAYER_PENALTY is the cost that the player has to bear if we have our piece already on the 
hex where the robber is to be moved. OPPONENT_PLAYER_TOP_ADVANTAGE is the benefit the 
player receives by moving the robber to a hex where there is already an opponent’s piece who is 
currently leading in the game. OPPONENT_PLAYER_ADVANTAGE is the benefit the player 
receives by moving the robber to a hex where there is already an opponent’s piece. The values make 
quite sense, as the player’s target is to create the most problem for the opponent who is currently 
winning in the game and slow him down by placing the Robber on such a hex and denying the 
opponent from getting the resources from such a hex. This goes in benefit of the player. The player 
can then benefit from this approach by accumulating resources for himself while the opponent is 
looking for resources using alternative strategies which force him to do a trade which could be 
beneficial for the player in the course of the game. 

5.1.2 Collection of valuable resources compared to resources needed by 
the player 

Setup
In this experiment we played 50 rounds by keeping mainly two strategies in mind

1. What if the player collects all valuable resources, needed by other players, in trade?
2. What if the player only collect resources which he needs to win the game.
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So we conduct an experiment by implementing the above two strategies and tweaked the 
parameters accordingly to get both the results, the results of the experiment are given below 
and explained.

Results
We played a total of 50 rounds dividing into chunks of 25 rounds based on the two factors we wanted 
to compare. We present the results in the following table which shows how many times the players 
topped in the games. 

IA BOT A BOT B HUMAN CONSIDERATION

7 5 7 6
Collection of valuable 
resources in trade

10 7 3 5
Collection of resources 
needed by the player in 
trade

Table 5-2 Results based on collection of valuable resources compared to resources needed

Before playing the rounds based on the above factors in mind, we had an idea that our player could
perform well by collecting valuable resources in the trades. We thought this could lead to resource 
starvation and the opponents would be urged to trade with our player and we could trade for the 
resources needed by our player. After analyzing the result, we came to the point that our player 
performed well if he collected the resources needed at any particular time. This leaded our player to 
building pieces in time and gathering those victory points in a reasonable length of time. When we 
played the games with our player going for those valuable resources, there were situations where our 
player had brilliant opportunities to build his pieces but due to the unavailability of the required 
resources he had to wait for another several rounds before getting that resource. By that time, the 
situation in the game would have already changed and an opponent would come in a lead. It could be 
then relatively hard to stop the winning opponent from getting those 10 victory points. 

5.1.3 Collection of resources needed in trade compared to other players’ 
position in trade

Setup
In this experiment we tested our player based on two other crucial factors as well. While developing 
our player, we thought of how good an impact would it be on the overall performance of the player, if
we keep the opponents’ position in mind as compared to the collection of valuable resources in the 
game. Before actually playing the games based on the factors under consideration, we made a guess 
that our player could perform well if our player only considered the resources needed by the player 
compared to keeping the opponents’ position in mind. So this experiment mainly includes two 
strategies in mind.

1. What if the player keeps the opponents position and resources in mind.
2. What if the player only collects resources which he needs and concentrates only on the needed 

resources?
 The following are the results of the games played keeping the discussed parameters in mind
Results
Based on the results gathered on the games played keeping the factors in mind, we can see that the 
player plays considerably good when it gets the resources required as compared to keeping the 
opponents’ position in the game under consideration.
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IA BOT A BOT B HUMAN CONSIDERATION

4 9 4 9
Keeping the opponents’ 
position in mind while 
doing a trade

12 5 3 5
Collection of resources 
needed by the player in 
trade

Table 5-3 Results based on opponents’ position compared to resources needed

The reason, as to why the player’s performance was not good when keeping the opponents’ standings 
under consideration is explained by an example. Consider, while doing a trade, our player analyzes an 
opponent’s in the game. If he is the lead player and he is the only opponent who has that resource 
which our player needs, then our player would not trade with him. This would deny our player from 
getting the resource which was needed at that point in the game. The reason why our player would not 
trade the resource with that opponent is because that opponent is the leading player in the game. This 
would then block the building of a piece by our player for another round and this would change the 
situation of the game dramatically. 

5.1.4 Doing dumb trades compared to sensible trades
Setup
In this section, we discuss our player’s performance based on the following two factors:

1. Creating a player which performs a dumb trade
2. Creating a player which performs an informed/intelligent trade

By dumb trading, we mean a player who just checks the available resources with him at a particular 
instance and checks for the resources needed and trade the needed resources for the available resources 
without keeping the overall game status in mind. By an informed trade, we mean that a player while 
trading keeps certain factors in mind. These factors include other players’ position, the valuable 
resources and the player’s position under consideration. 

Results
By again playing a total of 50 rounds, devoting 25 rounds to dumb trade and 25 to intelligent trade, we 
arrived at the following results: 

IA BOT A BOT B HUMAN CONSIDERATION
6 5 7 7 Dumb trade
9 7 5 4 Intelligent trade

Table 5-4 Results based on a dumb trade compared to an intelligent trade

We can see from the results, that the player’s performance comparatively increased by keeping 
different environmental factors in mind while doing a trade. We refer to such a trade as informed 
trade. 

5.1.5 Overall strategies and Comparisons

First of all in this section, we will compare the parameters values with their default values. The 
experiment were conducted, their description and result are displayed below.
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Share Value

As displayed below in the table default value of this parameter is 10, we have modified this value to 
50 and check the outcomes of the games which were likely to be same as were with default value of 
this parameter. Actually it doesn’t matter what we have as a default value for this parameter 
because the value will increase or decrease by some number when some resource will 
increase or decrease. The reason for this parameter was to keep track of the resources IA 
having at the time so intelligence of the bot is tweaked accordingly.

Default Value 10
Updated Value 50

DiceProbabilitiesHash:  

Default value for this parameter is given below. Updated values of parameter were selected on 
common sense. The closer the probability values have greater the competition between values that 
which value should come.

Default Value DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(2, .03);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(12, .03);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(3, .06);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(11, .06);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(4, .08);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(10, .08);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(5, .11);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(9, .11);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(6, .14);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(8, .14);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(7, .17);

Updated Value DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(2, .13);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(12, .13);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(3, .26);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(11, .26);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(4, .18);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(10, .18);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(5, .21);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(9, .21);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(6, .24);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(8, .24);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(7, .25);

 CARD_PLAY_ORDER

Default value {"KNIGHT", "MONOPOLY", "DISCOVERY", "ROAD
BUILDING"};

Updated value {" ROAD BUILDING ", "MONOPOLY", "DISCOVERY", " 
KNIGHT"};
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Default value for card_play_order  is given in the table. We have changed the value of the parameter 
and compared it with default value and found updated value more effective. Reason behind this 
performance increase was the order of new value. Games default strategy is building roads first, when 
first card comes it is also road building it helps in building more roads. Then the next card is of 
monopolization of some resource, then discovery and then knight. Comparisons showed this new 
updated value as most effective then default value.
As we have compared the parameters individually with their default values to observe the outcome. 
The results proved that the default values gave us better results as discussed earlier (Section 5.1.1).
Now we will compare the parameters with other parameters. The results and description of the 
experiments are given below.

SHARE_VALUES

IA BOT A BOT B HUMAN Value 

25 16 13 16 50
20 20 14 16 100

As we have described earlier that share_values is a kind of data structure which keep record of the 
current game resource, if a player get some resource then its resource value is incremented by 10 and 
if resource is consumed resource value is decrement by 10. For the first set of experiment we have 
changed the default value 10 to 50 and in the next set of experiment it is 100. We have found that the 
results were nearly the same as it was with default value.

CARD_PLAY_ORDER

IA BOT A BOT B HUMAN

19 18 15 18
20 17 17 16

Above set of results were taken when have tried all possible combinations of card_play_order. Results 
were almost the same as our player wins most of the time. Below was the possible combination of the 
values we use in the above experiment. 

DISCOVERY ROAD 
BUILDING

KNIGHT MONOPOLY

DISCOVERY ROAD 
BUILDING

MONOPOLY KNIGHT

DISCOVERY MONOPOLY ROAD 
BUILDING

KNIGHT

DISCOVERY KNIGHT MONOPOLY ROAD 
BUILDING

KNIGHT MONOPOLY ROAD 
BUILDING

DISCOVERY

KNIGHT ROAD 
BUILDING

DISCOVERY MONOPOLY
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KNIGHT DISCOVERY ROAD 
BUILDING

MONOPOLY

KNIGHT DISCOVERY MONOPOLY ROAD 
BUILDING

ROAD 
BUILDING

DISCOVERY KNIGHT MONOPOLY

ROAD 
BUILDING

KNIGHT MONOPOLY DISCOVERY

ROAD 
BUILDING

MONOPOLY DISCOVERY KNIGHT

ROAD 
BUILDING

DISCOVERY MONOPOLY KNIGHT

MONOPOLY DISCOVERY KNIGHT ROAD 
BUILDING

MONOPOLY KNIGHT DISCOVERY ROAD 
BUILDING

MONOPOLY KNIGHT ROAD 
BUILDING

DISCOVERY

MONOPOLY ROAD 
BUILDING

KNIGHT DISCOVERY

CARD_PLAY_ORDER

IA BOT A BOT B HUMAN
12 21 19 18 Disable
22 12 11 25 Enable

First set of experiment shows the result when we have totally disabled the card_play_order. Second set 
of experiment shows the results when this parameter is enabled with default values

SHARE_VALUES

IA BOT A BOT B HUMAN
23 14 10 23 Disable 
26 12 18 14 Enable 

In first set of experiment we have enabled share_values parameter. Note share_values just 
stores the current value of resources in the game. We can find the needed resources and 
available resources by looking at it any time in the game. As we can clearly see by the results of 
experiments that disabling and enabling of this matter doesn’t affect a lot in game output.

DiceProbabilitiesHash

IA BOT A BOT B HUMAN
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26 14 8 22
16 18 17 19

In the first set of experiment we have changed the default probability of different dice rolling in to
 DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(2, .13);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(12, .13);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(3, .26);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(11, .26);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(4, .18);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(10, .18);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(5, .21);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(9, .21);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(6, .24);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(8, .24);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(7, .25);

,and kept other two parameters as default. By changing the value of DiceProbabilitiesHash values to 
above values we have found that our player has more wins than human and other two bots. This was 
because, probabilities of values was very near to each other. In the second set of experiments we have 
changed to probabilities to

DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(2, .23);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(12, .13);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(3, .56);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(11, .56);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(4, .78);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(10, .78);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(5, .41);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(9, .51);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(6, .84);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(8, .94);
DiceProbabilitiesHash.put(7, .17);

And this time results were not so encouraging because we were always having higher probabilities 
values all the time.

5.2 Results

Let’s discuss a bit again that what were the experiments and what are the outcomes.

We played around 700 round of games with other players and during the experiments we executed the 
game many times to see the behavior of our player. This also included tuning different parameters of 
the player. While testing the player, we kept an important factor in mind and that was to keep other 
player’s position in mind while trading as compared to taking player’s resources in consideration 
while doing the trade. 
We divide our result analysis based on the points on which we needed to check our player. From the 
several rounds we played in the game, we divided the rounds based on the following criteria.

- Tuning different parameters of the player 
- Collection of resources needed by the player versus the resources most valuable
- Trading keeping opponent’s position in mind compared to keeping the resources 

needed by the player at any particular instance
- Making a simple trader which tried to make dumb trades compared to a trader which 

made sensible trades. By dumb trade, we mean not analyzing the state of the player in 
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the game and simply offering resource(s) in exchange of resource(s) needed by the 
player

The experiments were based on several different strategies,
 Impact of different factors on the performance of the player
 Collection of valuable resources compared to resources needed by the player 
 Collection of resources needed in trade compared to other players’ position in trade
 Dumb Trade versus Intelligent Trade
 And we also compared the overall behavior of different strategies and compared the results.

We performed the above described experiments, by tweaking different utilities to get the impact of 
changes on the player. These were the utilities added or subtracted in different situations.
The parameters described below were the most prioritized parameters based on their importance in the 
game.

 DiceProbabilitiesHash
 SHARE_VALUES
 CARD_PLAY_ORDER

 We give a list of the parameters (Section 5.1.1) and describe their purpose along with their values 
which we thought improved the performance of the player.

So the above described were several experiments which we performed and the results we got out of 
them are described below. In this section we discuss the player overall based on the various factors 
and our findings. We also present what could be done better while developing the player. 

The factors discussed in sub section 5.1 helped us a lot to find the answers to the research questions 
posed in our thesis. Although at times, we totally misapprehended the outcome of the player based on 
the factors kept into consideration, but overall the player’s performance according to us was above 
average. We related our findings to the research questions in what follows.
During the trade, if our player kept an idea of other players’ position under consideration it did not do 
that well as compared to getting the resources at that particular point in time. The reason for this has
been presented already in subsection 5.1.3. 
We thought that the collection of valuable resources would be a good strategy as compared to 
collection of needed resources by the player. To our surprise and based on the results from the games 
played keeping these two factors in mind, we can see that the player performs well if he keeps more 
focus on the resources needed by him as compared to valuable resources. The reason to this has been 
pointed out in subsection 5.1.2. 
So our findings are that if the player only concentrates on his needed resources at the specific time 
instead of keeping other valuable resources, it could perform much better. And player only trades with 
the resources needed by him, by this there is a high probability and chances for the player to win.
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6 DISCUSSIONS
By optimizing different parameters in the course of the game, we came to the point that though 
optimizing them could increase the player’s performance but it cannot guarantee winning the game. 
Actually there are many dimensions of the player which together act to make a player win in different 
situations. Also, the human player is yet far better than the bot as human can think on a few steps 
ahead in the game which can give him a pure idea regarding a beneficial move at this point in time. 

Also, the results may vary according to the probability of the dices. The results changes and show 
discrepancy according to the probabilities (dice probabilities is discussed in 3.4 and table 3-4). We 
explain this thing with an example. Consider we have our pieces built on hexes which have high 
frequency numbers on them. There is a fair chance that in a particular game, the high frequency 
numbers are not rolled. So, our player would not be able to earn the resources as frequently as it could 
have. This means that the game play also involve the high probability of the dices. So, the 
environment is also non-deterministic in the sense, and the optimal play also takes in the probability of 
the dices. But later on, after playing many rounds, we came to the point that all kind of dice 
probabilities started fading and a point came when we were certain about the game results and no 
more luck or dice probability hindered our conclusions. So, by playing many rounds we also overcome 
the probability issue.

While developing the player using multi-agents, we found out that building a solution using multi-
agent architecture is far more compartmentalized as compared to object oriented paradigm. By 
compartmentalized we mean that if, for example, we needed to add something which was agent 
specific, we just needed to edit that particular agent without interfering with the other parts/agents in 
the system. As each agent was focused on its particular task and message passing was done in a 
standard format, the architecture had a cleaner and maintainable outlook. In our opinion, building a 
solution using multi-agent architecture can be visualized in a far better way as compared to something 
developed in OOP. We do not however neglect or negate the viewpoint that Object Oriented paradigm 
is not good for development of a system but it is just that anything can be visualized in a better way as 
agents. Moreover, we had an interesting time developing the player using multi-agent framework. 
There were, however, certain things which if could be taken care of, would help in increasing the 
productivity of the player. For example, while choosing a resource from the opponent after placing the 
robber on a hex, our player just takes into consideration the most valuable resource at that particular 
point. Although at this point, certain other factors could also be taken into consideration. This could 
include the resource needed by our player or the resource which could be needed in other two or three 
rounds. Also, the same rule is applied while playing the monopoly and the discovery card. Our player 
tries to snatch those resources which are most valuable in the game. This could also be improved by 
bringing into consideration other factors. When playing the Road Building card, our player places the 
two roads on two open edges connecting the roads already placed by our player. 
Also it is important to note that the player did not do any kind of learning in between the rounds. It 
was that our player followed the strategies implemented to play the games.
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7 CONCLUSION

In this section, we give our concluding remarks regarding the player. 

First and foremost, we think that a player built using multi-agent architecture is highly scalable in 
respect of adding on more functionality to the system as a whole. Consider a scenario where we need 
to plug in an agent. This would, consequently, need an addition of an agent to the already built system
and a communication working between the other agents and this agent. 
Every agent carries its own core functionality, so debugging of the system is also not a major barrier. 
It is our finding that although making an intelligent enough trader agents cannot beat the human player 
but it can guarantee a good enough player. Compared to a player which does not do trading at all, or 
does a dumb trading, a player with intelligent trading capabilities is far better and has a fair chance of 
winning in the game as well. 
We conclude that starting something from simple and then adding on to it is a far better approach as 
compared to taking a complex start and this was the driving force behind developing our player. 
So the overall conclusion is also that by optimizing different parameters could increase the player’s 
performance but it cannot guarantee winning the game. Also there are several aspects which altogether 
make a player win in different situations. Still, the thinking of human player keeps him always ahead 
than the bot, because human player can think few steps ahead in the game and can apprehend the fore 
coming moves. 
Also, the dice probability in the game could vanish and fade away by playing many rounds. The dice 
probability hindered our experiment results in the beginning, but later on by playing enough rounds 
the results we achieved were certain and dice probabilities were no more bottle neck in getting 
accurate results.
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8 FUTURE WORK

As we discussed in section 5.2, we could have increased the productivity of the player, if we could 
have focused on the following factors which are left as future work. 

During the course of the game, the player should not only keep the valuable resources in mind but also 
should try to collect resources needed by the player depending on the player’s position in the game 
and also the overall status of the game. 
In our case, we play the cards depending on a particular priority table. An alternative strategy could 
also be added to play the cards which could enable the player to play the cards in a more natural 
fashion. 
In the existing system, when the player plays a road building card, the roads are just added to 2 
available potential edges. This could however, be improved by picking those edges which could add to 
the longest road. This, in turn, could enable the player to go after the longest road award. 
We feel that these are the certain factors which if taken into consideration can make a more promising 
player. 
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